For the first time in human history, the world consists of theoretically equal sovereign states, most of which belong to one world organization—the United Nations—and subscribe to a single set of principles—those of its Charter. Yet the U.N. has conspicuously failed to solve problems of armaments, war, division, inequality, and dictatorship. An authoritative assessment, this book brings together distinguished academics and senior U.N. officials—including the Secretary-General—in a sympathetic yet critical account of the U.N.’s role in international relations since 1945.
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Star Warped, Adam Roberts, Oct 14, 2010, Fiction, 300 pages. A long time ago in galaxy far, far away a really quite good SF film, a sort of western in space, was launched. The special effects were pretty shoddy but it did have some quite.

Stone, Adam Roberts, Sep 9, 2010, Fiction, 300 pages. Sprung from a prison in the centre of a star, the universe’s last criminal is employed to kill the population of a planet. It is a crime that will tear apart an interstellar.

By Light Alone, Adam Roberts, Aug 18, 2011, Fiction, 480 pages. In a world where we have been genetically engineered so that we can photosynthesise sunlight with our hair hunger is a thing of the past, food an indulgence. The poor grow.

I, Soddit The Autobiography, Adam Roberts, Sep 19, 2013, Fiction, 224 pages. Adam Roberts' The Soddit was a Sunday Times bestseller and sold 150,000 copies. But what happened to the Soddit after his adventures, and after his account of them was.

Science Fiction, Adam Roberts, Sep 11, 2002, Literary Criticism, 216 pages. In Science Fiction Adam Roberts offers a clear and critically engaging account of the phenomenon illustrating the critical terminology and following the contours of its.

Democracy, Sovereignty and Terror Lakshman Kadirgamar on the Foundations of International Order, Adam Roberts, Sep 15, 2012, Biography & Autobiography, 264 pages. "For those of us who have to live with terrorism, when we leave home in the morning there is no guarantee that we will come back." Thus Lakshman Kadirgamar, Sri Lanka's Foreign.


Fredric Jameson, Adam Roberts, Sep 7, 2000, Literary Criticism, 176 pages. Widely recognised as one of today’s most important cultural critics, Adam Roberts offers an engaging introduction to this crucial figure, which will convince any student of.
Science Fiction, Adam Roberts, Sep 11, 2002, Literary Criticism, 216 pages. In Science Fiction Adam Roberts offers a clear and critically engaging account of the phenomenon illustrating the critical terminology and following the contours of its.


Adam Robots Short Stories, Adam Roberts, Jan 17, 2013, Fiction, 400 pages. Gathered together for the first time from a major publisher - a collection of short stories by Adam Roberts. Unique twisted visions from the edges and the centre of the SF.

Governance by Indicators: Global Power Through Classification and Rankings, Kevin Davis, Angelina Fisher, Benedict Kingsbury, Sally Engle Merry, Jul 5, 2012, Business & Economics, 504 pages. The use of indicators as a technique of global governance is increasing rapidly. Major examples include the World Bank's Doing Business Indicators, the World Bank's Good.

The United Nations Security Council and War The Evolution of Thought and Practice Since 1945, Vaughan Lowe, Adam Roberts, Jennifer Welsh, Dominik Zaum, Apr 15, 2010, Law, 816 pages. This is the first major exploration of the United Nations Security Council's part in addressing the problem of war, both civil and international, since 1945. Both during and.

The Soddit, Adam Roberts, Sep 9, 2010, Humor, 300 pages. Bingo Sac Grabbins is asked by the coughing wizard Gandef and some (oddly Welsh) dwarves to help them relieve the great dragon Smug of his gold. SF author and Tolkien scholar.
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Self-Evolution: Ethics of Redesigning Eden, Frida Fuchs-Simonstein, 2004, Bioethics, 175 pages

How Things Shape the Mind A Theory of Material Engagement, Lambros Malafouris, Colin Renfrew, Jul 12, 2013, Psychology, 304 pages. An increasingly influential school of thought in cognitive science views the mind as embodied, extended, and distributed, rather than brain-bound, "all in the head." This shift

The fabulous Fantoras book one, family files, AdГЁle Geras, Aug 3, 1999, Cats, 152 pages. Ozzy the cat describes the activities of the unusual Fantora family, which includes a clairvoyant grandmother, an invisible boy, and a vegetarian vampire aunt. This book provides a comprehensive overview of relationships or personnel selection, human resource management, organizational behavior, engineering psychology, consumer. This inaugural volume

on anime and manga engages the rise of Japanese popular culture through game design, fashion, graphic design, commercial packaging, character creation. The Anglo Zulu War continues to attract phenomenal interest. What was meant to be a quick punitive expedition led by Lord Chelmsford turned into a watershed for British.
Votes for Women! The Woman Suffrage Movement in Tennessee, the South, and the Nation, Marjorie Spruill Wheeler, 1995, History, 358 pages. A collection of scholarly essays and primary documents which consider both sides of the woman suffrage question, particularly as it was debated in the South and in Tennessee.


In the year 1140, Peter Clemence, a political envoy on a mission to help prevent the dismemberment of England, is found murdered and suspicion centers on Meriet Aspley, a young. This expose of medical incompetence reveals diagnosis errors, greed, unnecessary surgery, and substance abuse found among the nation's physicians and the profession's callous.
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100 Decisive Battles From Ancient Times to the Present, Paul K. Davis, 1999, History, 462 pages. Surveys the one hundred most decisive battles in world history from the Battle of Megiddo in 1469 B.C. to Desert Storm, 1991

TV Guide, Volume 51, 2003, Television programs


Metallica, 2005, Music, 240 pages. Forming a love-hate friendship with fellow Dane Lars Ulrich, Ross Halfin has spent the last 15 years tracking Metallica from their beginning, through parties, bad times, mega H.M.S Saracen, Douglas Reeman, Sep 30, 2010, Fiction, 320 pages. Enthralling sea adventure from the master storyteller of the sea, Douglas Reeman; he has also written over twenty bestselling novels featuring Richard Bolitho, under the United Nations

Divided World: The UN's Roles in International Relations Adam Roberts, Benedict Kingsbury

Julie Andrews is the last of the great Hollywood musical stars, unequaled by any in her time. In My Fair Lady, Julie Andrews had the biggest hit on Broadway. As the title.
Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility to Protect Security and human rights, Cristina Gabriela Badescu, Nov 23, 2010, Political Science, 212 pages. This book explores attempts to develop a more acceptable account of the principles and mechanisms associated with humanitarian intervention, which has become known as the Jackdaw, Christopher Hill, Jan 1, 1976, Suspense fiction, 221 pages The Works of Francis Bacon, Volume 14, Francis Bacon, Nov 24, 2011, Drama, 670 pages. Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the English philosopher, statesman and jurist, is best known for devising the empiricist method which forms the basis of modern science. This An engrossing study of Leo Africanus and his famous book, which introduced Africa to European readers Al-Hasan al-Wazzan--born in Granada to a Muslim family that in 1492 went.
Deadly persuasion why women and girls must fight the addictive power of advertising, Jean Kilbourne, Nov 1, 1999, Business & Economics, 366 pages. This frightening expos reveals how advertisers use what they know about consumers' inner desires and dreams to make sure they develop an addictive relationship to their

The Vigorous Imagination New Scottish Art, , 1987, Art, Scottish, 128 pages

Surprise Box , Nicki Weiss, 1991, Gifts - Fiction, 32 pages. A girl explores her surroundings both outdoors and indoors, examining clover, ant, dandelion, and a surprise present

A dark AND sexy paranormal romance? from an exciting debut author Vampires, Werewolves, and other creatures have emerged from the shadows. And some of them have sinister THINGS.
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Amazement Park 12 Wild Mazes, , May 1, 2009, Juvenile Nonfiction, 33 pages. In this adventurous book, Roxie Munro's eye popping artwork leads young readers through an exciting theme park full of fun and games. You can go through Amazement Park two ways: The Gender Factor Managing Pain for Men and Women, William Ackerman, M.D., William Ackerman, Hollye Acker, 2005, Health & Fitness, 474 pages. Different brains, different pain—how both men and women can find relief. Scientific research has proven that men and women process pain differently. Now, with the
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Stock car spectacular, Michael Benson, Mar 26, 1995, Sports & Recreation, 92 pages
download United Nations, Divided World: The Un's Roles in International Relations Clarendon Press, 1988
Pirate Mazes, Don-Oliver Matthies, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40 pages.
Yo, ho, ho! Board Captain Silver's pirate ship and get ready to encounter fish, an octopus, a map in a bottle, and best of all, a super treasure hunt in an ancient Incan
The seminal text on a nineteenth-century American master of trompe l'oeil painting. Complete Self Assessment for Medical Finals covers all the question types and key facts that all medical students need to know by the end of their fifth year. If you know what.
Aging and Vulnerability to Environmental Chemicals Age-related Disorders and Their Origins in Environmental Exposures, Bernard Weiss, Diana Anderson, Tim Marrs, Mike D. Waters, Martin Wilks, Oct 1, 2012, Medical, 484 pages. The world's aging populations, with age-related disorders affecting every organ system, are generating medical care costs rising at an unsustainable rate. Although such


The Large-scale Structure of the Universe, Phillip James Edwin Peebles, 1980, Science, 422 pages. Opinions on the large-scale structure of the early universe range widely from primeval chaos to a well-ordered mass distribution. P.J.E. Peebles argues that the evolution of the universe is a well-ordered process. The Unofficial Countryside, Richard Mabey, 1999, Natural history, 173 pages. 'This is, in the most literal sense, a triumphant book.' THE TIMES Under the banner of progress, urban and suburban development is fast wiping out our rural heritage. Yet United Nations, Divided World: The UN’s Roles in International Relations, 1988.


United Nations, Divided World: The Un's Roles in International Relations, Adam Roberts, Benedict Kingsbury.

Darwin’s Other Islands, Patrick Armstrong, Dec 23, 2004, Science, 266 pages. Charles Darwin’s visit to the Galapagos Islands has been the subject of many studies but the significance of his experiences on the other islands visited during his BeagleRama A Legend, Jamake Highwater, Sep 1, 2000, Fiction, 238 pages. A fictionalized retelling of the Hindu legend of Prince Rama who, while in exile from his father’s kingdom, fights and wins a great battle against the forces of evil led by the download United Nations, Divided World: The Un’s Roles in International Relations 1988 Clarendon Press, 1988 Lex Luger The Story of the Wrestler They Call “the Total Package”, Jacqueline Mudge, 2001, Juvenile Nonfiction, 64 pages. Traces the personal life and career of professional wrestler Lex Luger 6 Looseleaf volumes; updated with revisions. 11 Pamphlets; updated with supplements. The death of a child often brings about the darkest trial of faith for parents. They need not feel alone, however, for the list of great Christians who shared this pain is long.
Ethnicity and Nationalism Anthropological Perspectives, Thomas Hylland Eriksen, Jul 20, 2002, Social Science, 199 pages. New expanded edition of a classic anthropology title that examines ethnicity as a dynamic and shifting aspect of social relations.

Access: Introduction to Travel and Tourism, Marc Mancini, Feb 21, 2012, Business & Economics, 320 pages. Practical and easy to understand, the second edition of ACCESS: INTRODUCTION TO TRAVEL AND TOURISM is designed to prepare students for a successful career in the travel industry.

Saved Without a Doubt Being Sure of Your Salvation, John MacArthur, 2006, Religion, 222 pages. MacArthur carefully examines the classical biblical texts affirming the forever quality of salvation and explains eleven biblical tests that will help readers determine whether Glutathione and Sulfur Amino Acids in Human Health and Disease, Roberta Masella, Giuseppe Mazza, Aug 6, 2009, Medical, 528 pages. The complex roles of glutathione and sulfur amino acids in human health Glutathione (O^-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinylglycine, GSH) is a major antioxidant acting as a free radical Clarendon Press, 1988
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The Victory Gardens of Brooklyn A Novel, Merrill Joan Gerber, 2007, Fiction, 406 pages. Rich in historic detail, this boilerplate immigrant family epic focuses on three Jewish sisters struggling to make something of their lives over 40 years of births, deaths.
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